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If you have a client base, or wish to translate documents on a regular basis, we may have the solution to your problem. Our
software will handle your bulk translations in seconds, all backed by a powerful and easy-to-use toolkit. view: 694 downloads
Memory²OLPP v.2.3.1.2 Memory²OLPP enables the user to store a series of translated sentences in the selected translation
memory in a single "sentence bank". This allows the user to see the entire sentence bank. When new translations are added, the
user can select one or more translations of the sentence(s) from the sentence bank and replace them with the new translations.
This can be done for individual sentences or for all sentences of a document. The software program allows the user to store a
number of sentences in a single memory bank. Once a user has created a sentence bank, they can look to it and find the
sentences they use on a regular basis, such as for a web site, form letters or boiler plate text. The sentence bank is easy to
navigate and search, as users can browse it in an index, sorted by word or sentence. Sentences can be found in the sentence
bank by typing in a word, or by searching. The user can create a single sentence bank by typing in a translation or by browsing
the sentence bank. The user can then add other sentences to the sentence bank for a particular document. The user has the
ability to replace the sentences of a document that they have already translated with the new set of translations for that
document. They can replace individual sentences, or the entire document. The user can choose to Replace Words, or Replace
Sentences for document(s). The user can choose from a number of languages to translate to, allowing the user to search for
translations from many different languages. A versatile tool for proofing, reviewing, and iterative translation The user can view
and translate either the words, or the whole sentence at a time. The user can see the translation history for each document,
giving the user a clear view of what was done to the document and to which translation works. This helps the user to track the
changes made to the document. The user can mark the translated copy against the original copy of the document, or the
original copy against the translated copy. The user can leave comments for the translators on any work in the sentence bank.
The user can view the original text from which the

MemoQ 

memoQ is a comprehensive and reliable software solution aimed at professional translators who need to work on multiple
projects simultaneously, yet proving just as handy for less experienced individuals that are just getting started in the
field.Straight-forward and practical appearanceThe program features a tabbed interface, enabling users to easily switch
between its main sections, specifically ‘Translations’, ‘LiveDocs’, ‘Translation Memories’, ‘Term Bases’ and ‘Muses’,
while the ‘Dashbord’ allows for quick access to the ‘Frequent Tasks’.In the lower panel of the main window, users can view
the current projects along with the completion level, the creation date, the used languages as well as the deadline for the
translation.Swiftly create, manage and translate large projects with minimal effortIn order to create a new project, users can
resort to the wizard as it saves them both time and effort, letting them input its name, the source and target languages, the client
and subject. Optionally, users can record the version history of the translated documents and create a Language Terminal entry
for the current project or connect to a content source.The next step consists of importing the documents which need translating,
supporting a wide array of formats, ranging from TXT, DOC, PPT, PDF, RTF, to the more specialized formats, like TTX
(generated by Trados), XLF, MBD, BAK, and countless more, meaning that regardless of users’ file of choice, memoQ will be
able to work with it.Moreover, users will need to create a ‘Translation Memory’ or pick an existing one by importing it from
TMX or CSV files. Similarly, they can create a ‘Term Base’ or select one from other available TBX files, and they can also
‘Import Terminology’ from locally stored documents.When working on a translation, memoQ displays the text in segments,
corresponding to a full sentence, enabling users to merge or split them according to their needs. For words found in the ‘Term
Base’, the utility will provide the available equivalents. When complete, the text can be exported to several bilingual
formats.A reliable tool for translation professionalsIn conclusion, memoQ is a professional application that can successfully
assist translators in their work, significantly simplifying their task and allowing them to create high-end translations with a
small amount of effort.Mat b7e8fdf5c8
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Software Description memoQ is a comprehensive and reliable software solution aimed at professional translators who need to
work on multiple projects simultaneously, yet proving just as handy for less experienced individuals that are just getting started
in the field. Straightforward and practical appearance The program features a tabbed interface, enabling users to easily switch
between its main sections, specifically ‘Translations’, ‘LiveDocs’, ‘Translation Memories’, ‘Term Bases’ and ‘Muses’,
while the ‘Dashbord’ allows for quick access to the ‘Frequent Tasks’. In the lower panel of the main window, users can view
the current projects along with the completion level, the creation date, the used languages as well as the deadline for the
translation. Swiftly create, manage and translate large projects with minimal effort In order to create a new project, users can
resort to the wizard as it saves them both time and effort, letting them input its name, the source and target languages, the client
and subject. Optionally, users can record the version history of the translated documents and create a Language Terminal entry
for the current project or connect to a content source. The next step consists of importing the documents which need
translating, supporting a wide array of formats, ranging from TXT, DOC, PPT, PDF, RTF, to the more specialized formats,
like TTX (generated by Trados), XLF, MBD, BAK, and countless more, meaning that regardless of users’ file of choice,
memoQ will be able to work with it. Moreover, users will need to create a ‘Translation Memory’ or pick an existing one by
importing it from TMX or CSV files. Similarly, they can create a ‘Term Base’ or select one from other available TBX files,
and they can also ‘Import Terminology’ from locally stored documents. When working on a translation, memoQ displays the
text in segments, corresponding to a full sentence, enabling users to merge or split them according to their needs. For words
found in the ‘Term Base’, the utility will provide the available equivalents. When complete, the text can be exported to several
bilingual formats. A reliable tool for translation professionals In conclusion, memoQ is a professional application that can
successfully assist translators in their work, significantly simplifying their task and allowing them to create high

What's New In MemoQ?

MemoQ is a comprehensive and reliable software solution aimed at professional translators who need to work on multiple
projects simultaneously, yet proving just as handy for less experienced individuals that are just getting started in the field.
Straight-forward and practical appearance The program features a tabbed interface, enabling users to easily switch between its
main sections, specifically ‘Translations’, ‘LiveDocs’, ‘Translation Memories’, ‘Term Bases’ and ‘Muses’, while the
‘Dashbord’ allows for quick access to the ‘Frequent Tasks’. In the lower panel of the main window, users can view the
current projects along with the completion level, the creation date, the used languages as well as the deadline for the
translation. Swiftly create, manage and translate large projects with minimal effort In order to create a new project, users can
resort to the wizard as it saves them both time and effort, letting them input its name, the source and target languages, the client
and subject. Optionally, users can record the version history of the translated documents and create a Language Terminal entry
for the current project or connect to a content source. The next step consists of importing the documents which need
translating, supporting a wide array of formats, ranging from TXT, DOC, PPT, PDF, RTF, to the more specialized formats,
like TTX (generated by Trados), XLF, MBD, BAK, and countless more, meaning that regardless of users’ file of choice,
memoQ will be able to work with it. Moreover, users will need to create a ‘Translation Memory’ or pick an existing one by
importing it from TMX or CSV files. Similarly, they can create a ‘Term Base’ or select one from other available TBX files,
and they can also ‘Import Terminology’ from locally stored documents. When working on a translation, memoQ displays the
text in segments, corresponding to a full sentence, enabling users to merge or split them according to their needs. For words
found in the ‘Term Base’, the utility will provide the available equivalents. When complete, the text can be exported to several
bilingual formats. A reliable tool for translation professionals In conclusion, memoQ is a professional application that can
successfully assist translators in their work, significantly simplifying their task and allowing them to create high-end
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System Requirements:

Recommended The required minimum specifications are based on Windows 7 and assume the OS, video driver, and graphics
driver are up to date and running optimally. Operating System: Windows 7, 8, 8.1, 10 Processor: Intel Core i3/i5/i7 Processor
Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT or ATI Radeon HD 5870 Hard Disk Space: 2 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX 9.0 compatible sound card with standard output DVD Drive
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